


former  a  1938  cata-
logue lists Sets 5 & 6.
The  No.5  contains  a
No.50 Motor, a Base,

a Pulley Unit with shafting standards, a Saw Bench,
a Grinding/Polishing Machine, & a Fan. Set 6 was

probably  the No.5  without  the  Motor.  In  1954 the 'TEKNO'

items listed were 2 wall-mounted Pulley Units, the 3 machines
as before, plus a later Motor, and 5 machine tools: a Hammer,
Drill,  Lathe, Shaper, & Milling Machine. Above, many of the
items including the Pulley Units, all driven by a Power Station.

FOOTNOTE  The TEKNO Illustrated Parts have been added to
the 'Extra Other Systems Material' link on the OSN website.

Some METAFLEX Parts  These notes give
more details of the parts mentioned in 16/447.
They are based on a good selection  of parts
which  came in  a  plain  wooden  box,  almost
certainly non-original. They were identified as
METAFLEX by their resemblance to those in
OSN 16 & by 3 small part boxes, all
with lids of the same, or similar, de-
sign to the one in the OSN 16 illustration.

The box is 29½*50*9½cm (including a
hinged lid 3¼cm deep),  far deeper than
would be needed for the parts.

Of  the part  box lids  one has  a label
(Fig.1) as in OSN 16 except that it is a
sideways  mirror  image,  and  doesn't
have 'D. O.', the supposed maker, on
it. The other two are identical to the
OSN lid, & have the Fig.1 colouring.
The lids themselves, & their matching
bases,  are  dark  blue-green,  7½cm
square,  for  the  'non-D  O',  dark  &
light  blue  speckled,  6½cm  square,
for  one  'D  O',  &  plain  cardboard,
7½cm square, for the other.

There are also 3 larger bases or trays:
15½*7½cm,  dark  blue-green;  14*7½  plain
cardboard; and 13½*7 plain cardboard.

All the parts mentioned in OSN 16 are present except the
Screwdriver, Hook, 5cm Axle, & 4h Collar. In addition there is
a 21cm Axle, a Set Screw, & an Axle Stop, though the latter
looks out of keeping with the other parts. All  are aluminium
save  the  steel  Axles,  Crank  Handle,  Bolt,  Grub  Screw,  &
Spanner, and the nickelled brass Axle Stop.

Holes are all round, 3.2mm Ø at 10.0mm pitch. The thread
is the old French standard, 3x.6mm. Axles etc are 3.0mm Ø.
All the Wheels are turned from the solid with integral bosses,
the latter 8.7-9.2mm Ø, double-tapped, with bores variously
3.1 to near 3.2mm. All 'strip' ends, & corners are near fully
radiused. 

A  list  of  the  parts  found  with  their  quantities  in  curly
brackets follow,  with  notes on them including differences in
appearance from those in the figure in OSN 16.
Strips 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11,14,15,21,33h  {11,13,13,19,22,19,26,
18,17,11,8,4}, are 9.8-10.0m wide & vary from .5mm thick for

the 2h to 1.5mm for the 33h. DAS, 1*7,5
,3*1h  {12,6,4}.  D/B,  1,2,3h  high  {2,3,
3}.  A/B {34}.  Double Bent Strip {3}.
Flanged Plates,  7*7,15h,  about  .9mm
thick {4,2}.  Plates, 7*7,15h, 5*11h, 3*
15h,  typically  .6mm  thick  but  some
thinner, with a few down to .3mm. {10,
4,5,10}. The 3*15h has no centre hole;
the 5*11h has only the perimeter holes.
Triangular Plates,  typically  about
.5mm  thick,  3*3h  equilateral  &  3*3h
right-angled, as in the OSN 16 box, not
the 2*3h of the Illustrated Parts in MCS

{12,10}, Pulleys, 50,30,25,14,11,11
(no boss) {2,3,17,1,1,3}. The 30 &
50mm with 6 & 12 face holes, are
the 'Bush Wheels' of OSN 16. Said
holes are at 10 & 20mm radius. The
width of the vee is about 3½mm,
though  up  to  4¼  for  the  30  &
50mm. Flanged Wheel, 25mm Ø
with  the  20mm Ø tread,  2½mm
wide {10}. Collar, double-tapped,

7.6-7.8 Ø, 6.5-6.7mm long {13}. Axles, 30,37,
96,209mm {2,3,8,1}. Dark grey with sheared ends, one
or  two slightly  rounded.  Crank Handle {5}.  Matches

the  Axles,  130mm long o/a  with  typically  a  93mm shaft  &
25mm handle  offset  18mm.  The  handle  not  sleeved.  Bolt,
greyish  finish,  2  types:  cheesehead,  5.0mm  Ø,  8mm  u/h;
tapered  cheesehead,  5.3mm  Ø,  8½mm  u/h  {5,9}.  Nut,
hexagonal, 5.0 A/F, 3.0mm thick {10}. Grub Screw, pointed
end, 5½mm long o/a {8}. Set Screw, cheesehead, 4.0mm Ø,
5mm u/h (Fig.2) {20}.  Spanner, 68mm long o/a, both ends
angled,  one  slightly,  one  very  slightly.  Two  types  of  jaw
bottom: one shaped to fit  a hexagon (Fig.2B),  one concave
(Fig.2A). {2,1}. Axle Stop with internal sprung wires, 12.2mm
Ø, see Fig.2 {8}. Holds well, its centre turning with Axle, but
difficult to push over the non-rounded Axle ends. Cord, some
very fine white cord was wrapped around a Crank Handle.

Given the different styles of small part boxes, the quantities
of  the  parts  (the  5  Crank  Handles  for  instance),  and  their
variations,  particularly  the Spanners,  it's  very likely  that  the
parts found were either from one set plus a good many extra
parts or, perhaps more likely, at least two sets.
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